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Topological quantum states cannot be created from product states with local quantum circuits of constant
depth and are in this sense more entangled than topologically trivial states, but how entangled are they? Here we
quantify the entanglement in one-dimensional topological states by showing that local quantum circuits of linear
depth are necessary to generate them from product states. We establish this linear lower bound for both bosonic
and fermionic one-dimensional topological phases and use symmetric circuits for phases with symmetry. We also
show that the linear lower bound can be saturated by explicitly constructing circuits generating these topological
states. The same results hold for local quantum circuits connecting topological states in different phases.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Many-body entanglement is essential to the existence of
topological order in strongly correlated systems. While ground
states in topologically trivial phases can take a simple product
form, ground states in topological phases are always entangled.
Of course, ground states in topologically trivial phases can be
entangled, too. It is then natural to ask what is the essential
difference between the entanglement patterns that give rise to
topologically trivial and nontrivial states.
Besides topological entanglement entropy [1,2] and the
entanglement spectrum [3], which partially capture the topo-
logical properties of the system, quantum circuits [4] provide
a powerful tool for characterizing the entanglement patterns
of topological states. Intuitively, one would expect that states
with more complicated entanglement patterns require larger
circuits to generate from product states. Also, small circuits
would suffice to connect ground states in the same phase as
their entanglement patterns are similar, while large circuits are
necessary to map states from one phase to another.
Indeed, in gapped quantum many-body systems it has been
shown that two ground states are in the same topological phase
if and only if they can be mapped to each other with a local
quantum circuit of constant depth, i.e., a constant (in the system
size) number of layers of nonoverlapping local unitaries [5].
States with nontrivial intrinsic topological order are thus said
to be long-range entangled in the sense that they cannot be
created from product states with circuits of constant depth.
Circuits of constant depth can generate symmetry protected
topological (SPT) states from product states but only if the
symmetry is broken. If only symmetric unitaries are allowed,
the circuit depth has to grow with the system size.
Therefore, topological states are in this sense more
entangled than topologically trivial states, but how entangled
are they? In particular, we ask, what is the quantum circuit
complexity of generating topological states from product
states, i.e., how does the circuit depth scale with the system
size? In two and higher dimensions, it has been shown that
circuits of linear (in the diameter of the system) depth are
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necessary to generate states with topological degeneracy [6].
One might expect that topological states without topological
degeneracy are less entangled and can be created with circuits
of sublinear depth. However, we show that this is not the case,
at least in one dimension (1D).
We demonstrate that, to generate 1D gapped (symmetry
protected) topological states from product states, the depth of
the (symmetric) local quantum circuits has to grow linearly
with the system size. The Majorana chain [7] provides an
example of a topological state without topological degeneracy,
and we show that local fermionic circuits of linear depth are
necessary for its creation. For all 1D SPT states, we show that
linear depth is required as long as the symmetry is preserved. In
particular, we prove that the nonlocal (string) order parameters
[8,9] distinguishing different SPT phases remain invariant
under symmetric circuits of sublinear depth. Furthermore,
we explicitly construct circuits of linear depth that generate
1D topological states. These results suggest the dichotomous
picture that ground states of gapped local Hamiltonians are
connected by local quantum circuits of either constant or linear
depth, depending on whether they are in the same phase or not.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the ba-
sic notion of gapped quantum phases and how 1D topological
phases are classified with local quantum circuits (Appendixes
A and B). Then we study the quantum circuit complexity of
prototypical examples of 1D topological phases: the Majorana
chain in fermionic systems (Sec. III) and the Haldane chain
with Z2 × Z2 on-site symmetry in bosonic (spin) systems
(Sec. IV and Appendix C). We explicitly construct circuits
of linear depth that generate these topological states from
product states (Propositions 1 and 3) and show that linear
depth is a lower bound (Propositions 2 and 4). For the
Majorana chain, the circuit is composed of fermionic local
unitaries; for the Haldane chain with symmetry, the circuit is
composed of symmetric local unitaries. Appendixes D and E
establish the same results for all 1D topological phases in a
similar but more complicated way. Section V concludes with
the implications of our results.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first review the basic notions of gapped quantum phases
and local quantum circuits.
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Definition 1 (gapped quantum phase). Two gapped local
Hamiltonians H0 and H1 are in the same phase if and only
if there exists a smooth path of gapped local Hamiltonians
H (t) with 0  t  1 such that H (0) = H0 and H (1) = H1.
Correspondingly, their ground states are said to be in the same
phase.
Indeed, gapped phases can be defined purely in terms of the
ground states, without referring to their Hamiltonians at all.
To do this, we need local quantum circuits.
Definition 2 (local quantum circuit). A local quantum
circuit C of depth m has a layered structure of local unitary
quantum gates,
C =
∏
im
C
(m)
im
∏
im−1
C
(m−1)
im−1 · · ·
∏
i1
C
(1)
i1
, (1)
where in each layer 1  k  m the supports of the local
unitaries C(k)ik ’s are pairwise nonintersecting.
Theorem 1 (informal statement). Gapped ground states in
the same phase are connected by local quantum circuits of
constant depth (up to some reasonably small error).
Remark. See Theorem 3 in Appendix A for the formal
statement of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 was discussed in Ref. [5] using quasiadiabatic
continuation [10,11] and the Lieb-Robinson bound [12–14].
Gapped phases can also be defined in the presence of
symmetry.
Definition 3 [symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase].
In the absence of symmetry breaking, two symmetric gapped
local Hamiltonians H0 and H1 are in the same SPT phase if
and only if there exists a smooth path of symmetric gapped
local Hamiltonians H (t) with 0  t  1 such that H (0) = H0
and H (1) = H1.
SPT phases can also be defined purely in terms of the
symmetric ground states.
Definition 4 (symmetric local quantum circuit). A local
quantum circuit C (1) is symmetric if each quantum gate C(k)ik
is symmetric.
Corollary 1 (informal statement). Symmetric gapped
ground states in the same SPT phase are connected by
symmetric local quantum circuits of constant depth (up to
some reasonably small error).
Remark. See Corollary 2 in Appendix A for the formal
statement of Corollary 1.
Based on Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, 1D gapped phases
have been classified [15–20]. It was found that there is
no topological phase in 1D bosonic (spin) systems without
symmetry. In 1D fermionic systems without extra symmetry
(beyond fermion parity which is always preserved), there
is one and only one topological phase: the Majorana chain
with Majorana edge modes [7]. In 1D systems with (extra)
symmetry, there can be SPT phases with degenerate edge states
carrying projective representations of the symmetry group. See
Appendix B for the classification of 1D SPT phases.
Since (symmetry protected) topological states cannot be
mapped to topologically trivial states (including product states)
with (symmetric) local quantum circuits of constant depth, we
ask, what circuit depth is necessary to do this mapping? We
show that linear depth is necessary by proving the invariance
of the nonlocal (string) order parameters [8,9,21] distinguish-
ing different (symmetry protected) topological phases under
(symmetric) circuits of sublinear depth.
Theorem 2. Suppose |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are two gapped
ground states in 1D systems (with symmetry), where C is a
(symmetric) local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ〉
and C|ψ〉 are in the same (symmetry protected) topological
phase.
III. MAJORANA CHAIN
In the absence of (extra) symmetry (beyond fermion parity),
the Majorana chain with Majorana edge modes [7] is the only
1D topological order. We now study the Majorana chain by
considering the fermionic model
H =
N−1∑
j=1
(aj − a†j )(aj+1 + a†j+1) + μ
N∑
j=1
(2a†j aj − 1)
− (aN − a†N )(a1 + a†1) (2)
with antiperiodic boundary conditions in the symmetry sector
of even fermion parity, where aj and a†j are the fermion
annihilation and creation operators at the site j . The model
(2) is in the topologically trivial and nontrivial phases for
μ > 1 and 0  μ < 1, respectively. We show that two ground
states in different phases can be connected by a local fermionic
circuit of linear depth and that linear depth is a lower bound.
Proposition 1. Suppose |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉 are two gapped
ground states in the topologically trivial and nontrivial phases
in 1D fermionic systems, respectively. Given an arbitrarily
small constant , there exist |ψ ′0〉,|ψ ′1〉 and a local fermionic
circuit C of linear depth such that |ψ ′1〉 = C|ψ ′0〉 and
|〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|   (k = 0,1) (3)
for any local operator P with bounded norm.
Proof. Define two Majorana operators at each site:
c2j−1 = aj + a†j , c2j = (aj − a†j )/i. (4)
At μ = +∞, H = iμ∑Nj=1 c2j−1c2j is in the trivial phase,
and its ground state |φ0〉 is the tensor product of the vacuum
states of the modes aj = (c2j−1 + ic2j )/2. At μ = 0, H =
i
∑N−1
j=1 c2j c2j+1 − ic2Nc1 is in the nontrivial phase, and its
ground state |φ1〉 is the tensor product of the vacuum (or oc-
cupied) states of the fermionic modes bj = (c2j + ic2j+1)/2.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the structures of |φ0〉 and |φ1〉,
which are the RG fixed-point states in the topologically trivial
and nontrivial phases, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), |φ0〉 and |φ1〉 can be exactly mapped
to each other with a 2-local fermionic circuit
Cφ =
1∏
j=N−1
C(j ), C(j ) = c2j+2c2j+1 + c2j+1c2j√
2
(5)
of depth N − 1, where the local unitary C(j ) swaps c2j and
c2j+2. As |ψk〉 and |φk〉 are in the same phase, there exists
a local fermionic circuit Ck of constant depth (Appendix A)
such that |〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|   for any local oper-
ator P with bounded norm, where |ψ ′k〉 = Ck|φk〉. Finally,
C = C1CφC†0 is the circuit of linear depth that connects |ψ0〉
and |ψ1〉. 
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The renormalization group (RG) fixed-
point states [15,22] in the (a) trivial and (b) nontrivial fermionic
(Majorana chain) or SPT (e.g., Haldane chain) phases. For states in
fermionic phases, each dot represents a Majorana mode and connected
pairs form fermionic modes which are vacant or occupied. For states
in SPT phases, each dot carries a projective representation of the
symmetry group and connected pairs form symmetric singlets. (c)
The states in (a) and (b) can be exactly mapped to each other with a
linear-depth 2-local quantum circuit composed of SWAP gates.
Proposition 2. Suppose |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are two gapped
ground states in 1D fermionic systems, where C is a local
fermionic circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are
in the same topological phase.
Proof. The string order parameter
lim
N→+∞
˝
(
a
†
N
3
+ aN
3
) 2N3 −1∏
j= N3
eiπa
†
j aj
(
a
†
2N
3
+ a 2N
3
)˛ (6)
is zero in the topologically trivial phase and nonzero in the
topologically nontrivial phase [21]. We show that its value
cannot change between these two cases under local fermionic
circuits of sublinear depth.
This is easiest to see by applying the Jordan-Wigner
transformation
ak = σ−k
k−1∏
j=1
(−σ zj
)
, a
†
k = σ+k
k−1∏
j=1
(−σ zj
)
, (7)
where σ−k and σ
+
k are the spin-1/2 lowering and raising
operators at the site k. The fermionic model (2) is mapped
to the transverse field Ising model with periodic boundary
conditions,
H = −
N−1∑
j=1
σxj σ
x
j+1 − σxNσ x1 + μ
N∑
j=1
σ zj , (8)
and the string order parameter (6) is mapped to
limN→+∞〈ψs |σxN/3σx2N/3|ψs〉, where |ψs〉 is the spin
ground state. The spin model (8) is in the disordered phase
for μ > 1 with vanishing correlations at large distances,
e.g., limN→+∞〈ψs |σxN/3σx2N/3|ψs〉 = 0, and it is in the
ordered phase for 0  μ < 1 with long-range correlations:
limN→+∞〈ψs |σxN/3σx2N/3|ψs〉 > 0. As any local unitary in
1D fermionic systems remains local after the nonlocal
Jordan-Wigner transformation (7) [in the case where the local
unitary in 1D fermionic systems crosses the boundary, there is
a trivial factor
∏N
j=1(−σ zj ) = 1 as the fermion parity is even],
a local fermionic circuit C of sublinear depth is mapped to
a local spin circuit Cs of sublinear depth. The Lieb-Robinson
bound states that correlations can only propagate at a finite
speed in quantum many-body systems with local interactions
[12–14]. As a consequence, local quantum circuits of
sublinear depth cannot generate long-range order [6], i.e.,
limN→+∞〈ψs |C†s σ xN/3σx2N/3Cs |ψs〉 = 0 for any state |ψs〉 with
vanishing correlations at large distances. Therefore, the string
order parameter (6) is either both zero or both nonzero for the
fermionic states |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉. 
IV. HALDANE CHAIN
We switch to 1D spin systems. In the absence of symmetry,
all 1D gapped spin systems are in the same phase. In the
presence of symmetry, however, there can be SPT phases with
degenerate edge states carrying projective representations of
the symmetry group [15,16,18,19]. See Appendix B for the
classification of 1D SPT phases, which includes a brief review
of projective representations (Appendix B1). SPT states are
short-range entangled in the sense that they can be created
from product states with local quantum circuits of constant
depth by breaking the symmetry. If the symmetry is preserved,
we show that two ground states in different SPT phases can be
connected by a local quantum circuit of linear depth and that
linear depth is a lower bound.
We now study the Haldane chain with Z2 × Z2 on-site
symmetry as a prototypical example, where we use periodic
boundary conditions so that the ground state is unique and
symmetric. The proof for general 1D SPT phases is similar
but more complicated (Appendixes D and E). With Z2 × Z2
symmetry, there are two phases [18,23]: the trivial phase and
the Haldane (nontrivial SPT) phase [24–27].
Proposition 3. Suppose |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉 are two Z2 × Z2
symmetric gapped ground states in the trivial and the Haldane
phases, respectively. Given an arbitrarily small constant ,
there exist |ψ ′0〉,|ψ ′1〉 and a symmetric local quantum circuit C
of linear depth such that |ψ ′1〉 = C|ψ ′0〉 and
|〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|   (k = 0,1) (9)
for any local operator P with bounded norm.
Proof. The proof proceeds analogously to that of
Proposition 1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the structures
of the RG fixed-point states |φ0〉 and |φ1〉 in the trivial and the
Haldane phases, respectively, where each dot now represents
a spin-1/2 degree of freedom transforming projectively under
π rotations about the x,y,z axes. It is apparent that the edge
state of |φ1〉 in the Haldane phase is twofold degenerate and
transforms projectively while that of |φ0〉 in the trivial phase
is trivial.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), |φ0〉 and |φ1〉 can be exactly mapped
to each other by applying (N − 1) 2-local SWAP gates sequen-
tially. These SWAP gates rearrange the singlets, are Z2 × Z2
symmetric and form a symmetric 2-local quantum circuitCφ of
depth N − 1. As |ψk〉 and |φk〉 are in the same SPT phase, there
exists a symmetric local quantum circuit Ck of constant depth
(Appendix A) such that |〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|   for any
local operator P with bounded norm, where |ψ ′k〉 = Ck|φk〉.
Finally, C = C1CφC†0 is the symmetric circuit of linear depth
that connects |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉. 
Proposition 4. Suppose |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are two symmetric
gapped ground states in 1D spin systems with Z2 × Z2 on-site
symmetry represented by {1,eiπSx ,eiπSy ,eiπSz}, where C is a
symmetric local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ〉
and C|ψ〉 are in the same SPT phase.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The expectation value 〈ψ |C†QC|ψ〉. The
horizontal lines attached with small blue squares represent 〈ψ | (bra)
or |ψ〉 (ket), and the short rectangles are the 2-local unitaries in C. The
(white) unitaries outside the causal cones (dotted lines) of Sy (small
open red squares) can be removed, as they are symmetric. Then we
merge the (gray) symmetric local quantum gates inside each casual
cone into one symmetric quantum gate (long rectangle) of sublinear
support.
Proof. We make use of the string (nonlocal) order parame-
ters [8,9] distinguishing different SPT phases. For the Haldane
chain, the string order operator is [28–30]
Q = SyN/3
2N/3−1∏
j=N/3+1
eiπS
y
j S
y
2N/3, (10)
where Sj = (Sxj ,Syj ,Szj ) is the spin-1 operator at the site j .
The string order parameter limN→+∞〈Q〉 is zero in the trivial
phase and nonzero in the Haldane phase. We show that its
value cannot change between these two cases under Z2 × Z2
symmetric local quantum circuits of sublinear depth.
Assume without loss of generality that C is a symmetric
2-local quantum circuit of depth m  N/9. Figure 2 shows
the expectation value 〈ψ |C†QC|ψ〉. As each gate in the
circuit C is unitary and symmetric, the white gates cancel out.
Then we merge the gray gates inside the causal cones (dotted
lines) of the left and right end operators Sy (small open red
squares) into Cl and Cr , respectively. As C is of sublinear
depth, Cl and Cr are nonoverlapping. Hence Q′ = C†QC
remains a string (order) operator. Specifically, the string
becomes shorter but is still of the form
∏
j e
iπS
y
j
. The left and
right end operators are changed to
Ql = C†l SyN/3
N/3+m∏
j=N/3+1
eiπS
y
j Cl, (11)
Qr = C†r
2N/3−1∏
j=2N/3−m
eiπS
y
j S
y
2N/3Cr, (12)
respectively. As Cl is symmetric, Ql transforms in the same
way under the symmetry as Sy , e.g.,
∏
j
e−iπS
z
j Ql
∏
j
eiπS
z
j = −Ql. (13)
Appendix C shows that limN→+∞〈ψ |Q′|ψ〉 = 0 if and only if
limN→+∞〈ψ |Q|ψ〉 = 0. Therefore, the string order operator
(10) has either both zero or both nonzero expectation values
for |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉. 
Nonlocal (string) order parameters have been systemat-
ically constructed for general 1D SPT phases [8,9]. Ap-
pendixes D and E extend our proof to all these cases
accordingly.
V. CONCLUSION
We have quantified the many-body entanglement in 1D
(symmetry protected) topological states with (symmetric) lo-
cal quantum circuits. In particular, we have shown that circuits
of linear depth are necessary to generate 1D topological
states from product states. We have also explicitly constructed
circuits of linear depth that generate 1D topological states.
These results are useful not only conceptually but also
operationally as a guide to preparing topological states in
experiments.
Although our proof is in 1D, we expect similar results in two
and higher dimensions. Indeed, it has been shown that local
quantum circuits of linear (in the diameter of the system) depth
are necessary to generate states with topological degeneracy
[6]. We conjecture that this is also true for topological states
without topological degeneracy, e.g., the integer quantum Hall
states, the p-wave superconductors, and the E8 states. See
Ref. [31] for recent progress in this direction.
More generally, we can ask, what is the quantum circuit
complexity of generating ground states in gapless phases or
at phase transitions? We expect that quantum circuits also
characterize the entanglement patterns that give rise to the
physical properties in gapless or critical systems.
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APPENDIX A: STATES IN THE SAME
PHASE—CONSTANT DEPTH
We give a rigorous formulation of the statement [5] that
gapped ground states in the same phase are connected by local
quantum circuits of constant depth.
Lemma 1. Suppose H0(t) and H1(t) are two time-dependent
Hamiltonians with ‖H0(t) − H1(t)‖  δ. Then the (unitary)
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time-evolution operators
Uk(t) = T e−i
∫ t
0 Hk (τ )dτ (k = 0,1) (A1)
satisfy ‖U0(t) − U1(t)‖  δt , where T is the time-ordering
operator.
Proof. Let
UI (t) = T e−i
∫ t
0 U
†
0 (τ )[H1(τ )−H0(τ )]U0(τ )dτ (A2)
be the (unitary) time-evolution operator in the interaction pic-
ture. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify U1(t) = U0(t)UI (t)
by differentiating with respect to t . Then,
‖U ′I (t)‖ = ‖U †0 (t)(H1(t) − H0(t))U0(t)UI (t)‖
= ‖H1(t) − H0(t)‖  δ
⇒ ‖U0(t) − U1(t)‖ = ‖U0(t)UI (0) − U0(t)UI (t)‖
= ‖UI (0) − UI (t)‖  δt. (A3)

Lemma 2. Suppose H (t) =∑N−1j=1 h(j )(t) is a time-
dependent 1D 2-local Hamiltonian with open boundary con-
ditions, where h(j ) acts on the spins j and j + 1 (nearest-
neighbor interaction). Define H∗(t) =
∑l−1
j=1 h
(j )(t) for l  N .
Let U (t) and U∗(t) be the (unitary) time-evolution operators
for H (t) and H∗(t), respectively. Then,
‖U †(1)PU (1) − U †∗ (1)PU∗(1)‖ = e−	(l) (A4)
for any operator P acting on the first spin with ‖P ‖  1.
Lemma 2 is a variant of the Lieb-Robinson bound [12–14].
See Ref. [24] in Ref. [33] for a simple direct proof.
Theorem 3 (formal statement of Theorem 1). Suppose |ψ0〉
and |ψ1〉 are two gapped ground states in the same phase in
any spatial dimension. Given an arbitrarily small constant
 = 
(1), there exists a local quantum circuit C of depth
O(1) such that
|〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|C†PC|ψ0〉|   (A5)
for any local operator P with ‖P ‖  1.
Proof. By Definition 1, there exists a smooth path of gapped
local Hamiltonians H0(t) with 0  t  1 such that |ψ0〉 and
|ψ1〉 are the ground states of H0(0) and H0(1), respectively.
Quasiadiabatic continuation [11] defines a smooth time-
dependent local Hamiltonian H1(t) such that
|〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|U †1 (1)PU1(1)|ψ0〉|  /3 (A6)
for any local operator P with ‖P ‖  1. Assume without
loss of generality that H1(t) =
∑N−1
j=1 h
(j )
1 (t) is a 1D 2-local
Hamiltonian with open boundary conditions and that P is
an operator acting on the first spin. We approximate the
time-dependent Hamiltonian H1(t) by the piecewise time-
independent Hamiltonian
N−1∑
j=1
h
(j )
2 = H2(t) := H1([rt]/r) =
N−1∑
j=1
h
(j )
1 ([rt]/r) (A7)
with sufficiently large r = O(1). Let l = O(1) be a cutoff and
define
H3(t) =
l−1∑
j=1
h
(j )
1 (t) +
N−1∑
j=l
h
(j )
2 (t). (A8)
Lemma 2 implies
‖U †1 (1)PU1(1) − U †3 (1)PU3(1)‖  /6 (A9)
for sufficiently large l = O(1). As H1(t) is smooth, Lemma 1
implies
lim
r→+∞
∥∥h(j )1 (t) − h(j )2 (t)
∥∥ = 0
⇒ ‖H3(t) − H2(t)‖ 
l−1∑
j=1
∥∥h(j )1 (t) − h(j )2 (t)
∥∥  /12
⇒ ‖U3(1) − U2(1)‖  /12
⇒ ‖U †3 (1)PU3(1) − U †2 (1)PU2(1)‖  /6 (A10)
for sufficiently large r = O(l/) = O(1). Hence,
‖U †1 (1)PU1(1) − U †2 (1)PU2(1)‖  /3. (A11)
As H2(t) is piecewise time independent, assume without loss
of generality that it is time independent. Define
H2 = Ho + He, Ho =
[N/2]∑
j=1
h
(2j−1)
2 , H
e =
[(N−1)/2]∑
j=1
h
(2j )
2
(A12)
such that the first-order Trotter decomposition is given by
U2(1) = (e−iHo/s−iH e/s)s ≈ (e−iHo/se−iH e/s)s
=
⎛
⎝
[N/2]∏
j=1
e−ih
(2j−1)
2 /s
[(N−1)/2]∏
j=1
e−ih
(2j )
2 /s
⎞
⎠
s
=: C, (A13)
whereC is a 2-local quantum circuit of depth 2s. LetL = O(1)
be a cutoff and define
H∗ =
L−1∑
j=1
h
(j )
2 = Ho∗ + He∗ ,
Ho∗ =
[L/2]∑
j=1
h
(2j−1)
2 , H
e
∗ =
[(L−1)/2]∑
j=1
h
(2j )
2 . (A14)
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Similarly,
U∗(1) = (e−iHo∗ /s−iH e∗ /s)s ≈ (e−iHo∗ /se−iH e∗ /s)s
=
⎛
⎝
[L/2]∏
j=1
e−ih
(2j−1)
2 /s
[(L−1)/2]∏
j=1
e−ih
(2j )
2 /s
⎞
⎠
s
=: C∗, (A15)
where C∗ is also a 2-local quantum circuit of depth 2s. The
standard error analysis of the Trotter decomposition leads to
‖H∗‖ = O(L) = O(1) ⇒ ‖U∗(1) − C∗‖  /18
⇒ ‖U †∗ (1)PU∗(1) − C†∗PC∗‖  /9 (A16)
for sufficiently large s = O(1). We observe that C =
T e−i
∫ 2
0 H
C (t)dt is the (unitary) time-evolution operator for
the piecewise time-independent Hamiltonian HC(t), where
HC(t) = Ho if [st] is odd and HC(t) = He if [st] is even.
Similarly, C∗ = T e−i
∫ 2
0 H
C
∗ (t)dt , where HC∗ (t) = Ho∗ if [st] is
odd and HC∗ (t) = He∗ if [st] is even. Lemma 2 implies
‖U †2 (1)PU2(1) − U †∗ (1)PU∗(1)‖  /9, (A17)
‖C†PC − C†∗PC∗‖  /9 (A18)
for sufficiently large L = O(1). Hence,
‖U †2 (1)PU2(1) − C†PC‖  /3. (A19)
Finally,
|〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|C†PC|ψ0〉|
 |〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|U †1 (1)PU1(1)|ψ0〉|
+|〈ψ0|U †1 (1)PU1(1)|ψ0〉 − 〈ψ0|C†PC|ψ0〉|
 /3 + ‖U †1 (1)PU1(1) − C†PC‖
 /3 + ‖U †1 (1)PU1(1) − U †2 (1)PU2(1)‖
+‖U †2 (1)PU2(1) − C†PC‖
 /3 + /3 + /3 = . (A20)

A minor modification of the proof of Theorem 3 leads to
similar results in fermionic systems and/or in the presence of
symmetry.
Corollary 2 (formal statement of Corollary 1). Suppose |ψ0〉
and |ψ1〉 are two symmetric gapped ground states in the same
SPT phase in any spatial dimension. Given an arbitrarily small
constant  = 
(1), there exists a symmetric local quantum
circuit C of depth O(1) such that
|〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 − 〈ψ0|C†PC|ψ0〉|   (A21)
for any local operator P with ‖P ‖  1.
The main result of Ref. [34] is an immediate corollary of
Theorem 3.
Corollary 3 (efficient classical simulation of adiabatic
quantum computation with a constant gap in any spatial
dimension). Suppose we are given a smooth path of gapped
local Hamiltonians H (t) with 0  t  1, where the ground
state |ψ0〉 of H (0) is simple in the sense that 〈ψ0|P |ψ0〉 can
be efficiently computed classically for any local operator P
with ‖P ‖  1. Then 〈ψ1|P |ψ1〉 can be efficiently computed
classically up to an arbitrarily small constant additive error,
where |ψ1〉 is the ground state of H (1) encoding the solution
of the adiabatic quantum computation.
APPENDIX B: SYMMETRY PROTECTED
TOPOLOGICAL PHASE
We review the classification of 1D SPT phases (Appendix
B 3), and begin by recalling two key notions: projective
representations (Appendix B 1) and matrix product states
(Appendix B 2).
1. Projective representation
In the context of this paper, a projective representation is
a mapping u from the symmetry group G to unitary matrices
such that
u(g1)u(g2) = ω(g1,g2)u(g1g2), (B1)
where ω(g1,g2) (called the factor system of the projective
representation) is a U (1) phase factor, cf. u is a linear repre-
sentation of G if the factor system is trivial, i.e., ω(g1,g2) = 1
for any g1,g2 ∈ G. The associativity of G implies
ω(g2,g3)ω(g1,g2g3) = ω(g1,g2)ω(g1g2,g3). (B2)
Multiplying u by U (1) phase factors leads to a different
projective representation u′ with the factor system ω′:
u′(g) = β(g)u(g), β(g) ∈ U (1), ∀g ∈ G
⇒ ω′(g1,g2) = ω(g1,g2)β(g1)β(g2)/β(g1g2). (B3)
Two projective representations u and u′ are equivalent if and
only if they differ only by prefactors. Correspondingly, their
factor systems ω and ω′ are said to be in the same equivalence
class [ω]. Let u1 and u2 be two projective representations with
the factor systems ω1 and ω2 in the equivalence classes [ω1]
and [ω2], respectively. Apparently, u1 ⊗ u2 is a projective pre-
sentation with the factor system ω1ω2 in the equivalence class
[ω1ω2]. By defining [ω1] · [ω2] = [ω1ω2], the equivalence
classes of factor systems form an Abelian group [called the
second cohomology group H 2(G,U (1))], where the identity
element is the equivalence class that contains the trivial factor
system.
2. Matrix product state
Suppose we are working with a chain of N spins (qudits),
and the local dimension of each spin is d = 
(1). Let {|ik〉}dik=1
be the computational basis of the Hilbert space of the spin k.
Definition 5 [matrix product state (MPS) [35,36]]. Let
{Dk}nk=0 with D0 = Dn be a sequence of positive integers.
As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), an MPS |〉 takes the form
|〉 =
d∑
i1,i2,...,iN=1
tr
(
A
(1)
i1
A
(2)
i2
· · ·A(N)iN
)|i1i2 · · · iN 〉, (B4)
where A(k)ik is a matrix of size Dk−1 × Dk . Define D =
max{Dk}nk=0 as the bond dimension of the MPS |〉.
The ground states of 1D gapped Hamiltonians can be
represented as MPSs of small bond dimension [38,39]. The
ground states of gapped local Hamiltonians are short-range
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Graphical representation of MPS (B4)
[37]. Each square represents a tensor A(k) with two bond indices
(horizontal lines) and one physical index (vertical line). The bond
indices are contracted sequentially with periodic boundary conditions
(not shown). (b) The condition (B6) for short-range correlated MPS.
The graphical equation is approximate up to error e−	(k−j ), which can
be neglected in the thermodynamic limitN → +∞ if k − j = 
(N ).
(c) Graphical representation of (B8). The site labels are not shown.
(d) is a consequence of (b) and (c). Note that a prefactor of the second,
third, and fourth tensor networks is not shown.
correlated in the sense that all connected correlation functions
decay exponentially with distance [12,14,40].
For each k, define two linear maps
Ek(X) =
d∑
ik=1
A
(k)
ik
XA
(k)†
ik
, E∗k (X) =
d∑
ik=1
A
(k)†
ik
XA
(k)
ik
. (B5)
Any MPS can be transformed into the so-called canonical
form [36] such that Ek(I ) = I and E∗k (Mk−1) = Mk , where
I is an identity matrix, and Mk is a positive diagonal
matrix. A canonical MPS is short-range correlated if for any
X1,X2 with ‖X1‖,‖X2‖  1 there exist coefficients c1,c2 such
that
‖EjEj+1 · · · Ek(X1 − c1I )‖ = e−	(k−j ), (B6)
‖E∗k E∗k−1 · · · E∗j (X2 − c2Mj−1)‖ = e−	(k−j ) (B7)
at large k − j , i.e., X1 can be replaced by c1I up to
error e−	(k−j ), as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Hence X1 (and
X2) can be replaced by any matrix up to a multiplicative
prefactor and an exponentially small error. When A(k)ik ’s are site
independent (and the MPS |〉 is translationally invariant),
(B6) and (B7) are equivalent to the condition [35,36] that
the second largest (in magnitude) eigenvalue |ν2| of Ek is
less than 1, and the left-hand sides of (B6) and (B7) decay
as O(|ν2|−(k−j )).
3. Classification of 1D SPT phases
1D SPT phases are completely characterized by the de-
generate edge states carrying projective representations of the
symmetry group, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence
between 1D SPT phases and the equivalence classes of
projective representations. The edge states can be easily seen
from the short-range correlated MPS representation (B4) of
SPT states. Suppose U is an on-site symmetry with the
symmetry group G, i.e., U is an isomorphism of G such that
U (g)⊗N |〉 = |〉 for any g ∈ G. Recall that {|ik〉}dik=1 is the
computational basis of the Hilbert space of the spin k. One can
show that A(k)ik ’s satisfy [15,41]
∑
i ′k
〈ik|U (g)|i ′k〉A(k)i ′k = e
iθ(g)Vk−1(g)A(k)ik V −1k (g), (B8)
as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). Furthermore, eiθ(g) is a 1D repre-
sentation of G. It can be effectively eliminated by blocking
sites unless G has an infinite number of 1D representations
[15]; here we drop eiθ(g) for simplicity. Vk(g) is a projective
representation of G. The equivalence class of Vk(g) is site
independent and labels the SPT phase of the MPS |〉. As such,
1D SPT phases are classified by the second cohomology group
H 2(G,U (1)) in the presence of an on-site symmetryU [15,19].
In particular, all 1D gapped spin systems are in the same phase
in the absence of symmetry [15,19], cf. H 2(G,U (1)) is trivial
if G is trivial.
1D SPT phases can be detected by nonlocal (string) order
parameters. When the symmetry group G is Abelian, there is a
set of string order parameters from which the SPT phase of any
symmetric gapped ground state can be extracted [9,42]. When
G is not necessarily Abelian, a different and more complicated
type of nonlocal order parameter fully characterizes SPT
phases [8,9].
APPENDIX C: COMPLETE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Proof of Proposition 4. We use the string order operator
Q (10). Its expectation value limN→+∞〈Q〉 is zero in the
trivial phase and nonzero in the Haldane phase. As shown
in Fig. 2, Q′ = C†QC = Ql
∏2N/3−m−1
j=N/3+m+1 e
iπS
y
j Qr remains a
string (order) operator, where the end operators Ql and Qr
are given by (11) and (12), respectively. It suffices to prove
limN→+∞〈ψ |Q′|ψ〉 = 0 under the assumption that |ψ〉 is in
the trivial phase.
See Fig. 4 for a graphical proof. We focus on the left end of
the string (order) operator Q′. The green squares and circles
carry projective representations induced by the corresponding
symmetry operators (red squares and circles, respectively)
[cf. Fig. 3(c)]. We briefly explain each step of the graphical
equation chain in Fig. 4:
Step 1: e−iπSzSyeiπSz = −Sy and e−iπSzSzeiπSz = Sz.
Step 2: Cl is symmetric.
Step 3: (B8) Figure 3(c).
Step 4: Figure 3(d).
Step 5: (B8) Figure 3(c).
In the last tensor network, the four green objects together
contribute a trivial phase factor as |ψ〉 is in the trivial phase.
Therefore, the first tensor network is zero due to the minus
signs in the graphical equation chain. 
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Graphical proof of 〈ψ |Q′|ψ〉 = 0 in the
thermodynamic limit N → +∞ under the assumption that |ψ〉 is in
the trivial phase.
APPENDIX D: STATES IN DIFFERENT
PHASES—LINEAR DEPTH
Theorem 4. Suppose |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉 are two symmetric
gapped ground states in different SPT phases. Given an
arbitrarily small constant  = 
(1), there exist |ψ ′0〉,|ψ ′1〉 and
a symmetric local quantum circuit C of depth O(N ) such that
|ψ ′1〉 = C|ψ ′0〉 and
|〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|   (k = 0,1) (D1)
for any local operator P with ‖P ‖  1.
Proof. The proof proceeds analogously to that of Propo-
sition 3. Assume without loss of generality that |ψk〉 is in a
nontrivial SPT phase. Let |φ〉 be the RG fixed-point state in
the trivial SPT phase, and |φk〉 be the RG fixed-point state in
the same SPT phase as |ψk〉. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate
the structures of |φ〉 and |φk〉, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), |φ〉 and |φk〉 can be exactly mapped to
each other by applying O(N ) 2-local SWAP gates sequentially.
These SWAP gates are symmetric with respect to any on-site
symmetry and form a symmetric 2-local quantum circuit Cφ,k
of depth O(N ). As |ψk〉 and |φk〉 are in the same SPT phase,
there exists a symmetric local quantum circuit Ck of depth
O(1) (Corollary 2) such that |〈ψk|P |ψk〉 − 〈ψ ′k|P |ψ ′k〉|  
for any local operator P with ‖P ‖  1, where |ψ ′k〉 = Ck|φk〉.
Finally, C = C1Cφ,1C†φ,0C†0 is the symmetric circuit of linear
depth that connects |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉. 
APPENDIX E: STATES IN DIFFERENT
PHASES—LINEAR LOWER BOUND
The proof of Proposition 4 can be generalized to other
Abelian on-site symmetry. Indeed, string order parameters do
(do not) fully characterize 1D SPT phases with Abelian (non-
Abelian) on-site symmetry [9,42]. When the symmetry group
is not necessarily Abelian, a different and more complicated
type of nonlocal order parameter [8,9] measures all gauge-
invariant phase factors, which provide a complete description
of the equivalence class of projective representations.
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) The domain wall (dashed line) that
contributes the local phase factor V (g1)V (g2) [9]. (b) The short
rectangles are the local unitaries in C. The (white) unitaries outside
the causal cones (dotted lines) of the domain walls can be removed,
as they are symmetric. Then we merge the (gray) symmetric local
quantum gates inside each casual cone into one symmetric quantum
gate (long rectangle) of sublinear support. (c) Graphical proof of the
invariance of the local phase factor for the domain wall in (a) under
symmetric local quantum circuits of sublinear depth.
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Theorem 5. Suppose |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are two symmetric
gapped ground states in 1D spin systems with an on-site
symmetry U , where C is a symmetric local quantum circuit
of sublinear depth. Then |ψ〉 and C|ψ〉 are in the same SPT
phase.
Proof. As gauge-invariant phase factors provide a complete
description of the equivalence class of projective represen-
tations, it suffices to show that all gauge-invariant phase
factors cannot change under symmetric local quantum circuits
of sublinear depth. Let V be the projective representa-
tion of the symmetry group G that labels the SPT phase
of |ψ〉. The simplest example of a gauge-invariant phase
factor is V (g1)V (g2)V −1(g1)V −1(g2) for g1,g2 ∈ G with
U (g1)U (g2)U−1(g1)U−1(g2) = 1. However, the graphical rep-
resentation of the nonlocal order parameter that measures this
gauge-invariant phase factor contains eight copies of |ψ〉 (see
Fig. 9 in Ref. [9]) and is cumbersome. In order to simplify
the illustration of our proof, we pretend that V (g1)V (g2) with
U (g1)U (g2) = 1 is a gauge-invariant phase factor so that the
corresponding nonlocal order parameter contains only four
copies of |ψ〉. We show that this “gauge-invariant phase factor”
cannot change under symmetric local quantum circuits of
sublinear depth. It is straightforward to generalize the proof to
any gauge-invariant phase factor.
We briefly review the construction of the tensor network
(nonlocal order parameter) that measures the gauge-invariant
phase factor V (g1)V (g2) (see Sec. IV B of Ref. [9] for details).
The tensor network contains three domain walls (two of which
are illustrated in Fig. 9 of Ref. [9]). As |ψ〉 is short-range
correlated in the sense of (B6) and (B7), one can define a
“local phase factor” for each domain wall such that the overall
phase factor is the product of all three local phase factors.
Specifically, the domain wall in Fig. 5(a) (corresponding to
the left domain wall in Fig. 9 of Ref. [9]) contributes the
local phase factor V (g1)V (g2). The other two domain walls
(not shown) are 
(N ) sites away; they do not contribute
any nontrivial local phase factors, but are necessary for
restoring periodic boundary conditions. The left-hand side of
the graphical equation in Fig. 5(a) is constructed as follows. We
take four copies of |ψ〉 (expressed as MPS): two copies above
and two copies below [tensors in the copies below are complex
conjugated as in Fig. 3(b)]; contract them via a permutation
to the left and via the symmetry operators U (g1),U (g2) (red
squares and circles) to the right of the domain wall. Then
the local phase factor V (g1)V (g2) pops out, as illustrated in
Fig. 5(a).
Under symmetric local quantum circuits of sublinear depth,
Fig. 5(b) shows that the local phase factor for each domain
wall is still well defined and Fig. 5(c) proves its invariance.
Specifically, in Fig. 5(c) we assume without loss of generality
that C is a symmetric 2-local quantum circuit of depth 1 so
that all four rectangles [corresponding to the gates Cl and C†l
in Fig. 5(b)] in each tensor network are symmetric and 2-local.
The first (from above to below) rectangle acts on the third
and fifth (from left to right) vertical lines; the second acts on
the fourth and sixth; the third acts on the fourth and fifth; the
fourth acts on the third and sixth. All other crossings between
rectangles and vertical lines should not be there if we could
draw the tensor networks in 3D rather than in 2D. We briefly
explain each step of the graphical equation chain in Fig. 5(c):
Step 1: (B8) Figure 3(c) and the symmetry of the rectangles.
Step 2: (B8) Figure 3(c).
Step 3: Figure 3(d).
Step 4: (B8) Figure 3(c).
Step 5: Figure 3(d) and the symmetry of the rectangles.
Step 6: U (g1)U (g2) = 1. 
Remark. The time-reversal symmetry is not an on-site
symmetry as the antiunitary time-reversal operator cannot be
expressed as a tensor product of on-site operators. However, it
can be effectively treated as an on-site symmetry using the trick
in Sec. IV B of Ref. [9]. Therefore, we expect that the proof of
Theorem 5 can be generalized to the time-reversal symmetry.
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